Set functions are functions (or signals) indexed by the power set (set of all subsets) of a finite set N . They are ubiquitous in many application domains. For example, they are equivalent to node-or edge-weighted hypergraphs and to cooperative games in game theory. Further, the subclass of submodular functions occurs in many optimization and machine learning problems. In this paper, we derive discrete-set signal processing (SP), a shiftinvariant linear signal processing framework for set functions. Discrete-set SP provides suitable definitions of shift, shift-invariant systems, convolution, Fourier transform, frequency response, and other SP concepts. Different variants are possible due to different possible shifts. Discrete-set SP is inherently different from graph SP as it distinguishes the neighbors of an index A ⊆ N , i.e., those with one elements more or less by providing n = |N | shifts. Finally, we show three prototypical applications and experiments with discrete-set SP including compression in submodular function optimization, sampling for preference elicitation in auctions, and novel power set neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
A T the core of signal processing (SP) is a welldeveloped and powerful theory built on the concepts of time-invariant linear systems, convolution, Fourier transform, frequency response, sampling, and others [1] . Many of the SP techniques and systems invented over time build on these to solve tasks including coding, estimation, detection, compression, filtering, and others, on a diverse set of signals including audio, image, radar, geophysical, and many others [2] , [3] .
In recent years, the advent of big data has dramatically increased not only the size but also the variety of available data for digital processing. In particular, many types of data are inherently not indexed by time, or its separable extensions to 2D or 3D, but have index domains encoding other forms of relationships between data values. Thus, it is of great interest to port the core SP theory and concepts to these domains in a meaningful way to enable the power of SP.
Graph signal processing. A prominent example is the emerging field of signal processing on graphs (graph SP) [4] , [5] . It is designed for signal values associated with the nodes of a directed or undirected graph, which is a common way to model data from social networks, infrastructure networks, molecular networks, and others. Leveraging spectral graph theory [6] , graph SP presents meaningful interpretations of the shift operator (adjacency matrix), shift-invariant systems, convolution, Fourier transform, sampling, and others [4] , [7] , [8] . In [5] , the same is done based on the Laplacian [9] instead of the adjacency matrix. The large number of follow-up work demonstrates the benefit of porting core SP theory to new domains. One prominent example are neural networks using graph convolution [10] . In this overview, the authors show the benefits and motivate the need for, as they call it, other "Non-Euclidean convolutions."
Algebraic signal processing. A general framework for porting core SP theory to new index domains is the algebraic signal processing theory (ASP) [11] . It identifies the algebraic structure underlying SP and defines (axiomatically) the most general setting for any linear SP framework. It is given by a signal model (A, M, Φ), where A is an algebra (vector space with multiplication) of filters, M an associated signal module (a vector space on which A operates through filtering), and a mapping Φ that generalizes the concept of z-transform. Further, ASP identifies the shift as central concept: the shift captures the structure of the index domain of a signal. Further, an associated signal model, and thus all core SP concepts, can be derived from the shift. [4] applies ASP to derive graph SP from the adjacency matrix as shift. Prior work derived SP frameworks for various undirected space shifts [12] - [14] .
Contributions. In this paper we first develop a novel core SP theory for signal processing with discrete set functions. This means the signals are indexed with the power set (set of all subsets) of a finite set N , i.e., of the form (s A ) A⊆N , s A ∈ R. We call our contribution discrete-set SP. In particular, we define suitable notions of shift and use ASP to derive associated signal models and thus notions of shift-invariant systems, convolution, filtering, Fourier transform, frequency response, and others. Various shift definitions are possible, leading to different variations of discrete-set SP. We thus extend and complete our preliminary work in [15] .
Discrete-set SP is fundamentally different from graph SP in that it inherently distinguishes between the neighbors of an index A ⊆ N , which have one element more or less, by providing n = |N | shifts. The technical details will become clear later.
Set functions are ubiquitous in many domains for which our work offers a new set of tools. One prominent example is the subclass of submodular set functions, 2 whose maximization or minimization is key in many machine learning problems [16] . Further, set functions are equivalent to weighted hypergraphs [17] and to games in cooperative game theory [18] . We will discuss related work on set functions in greater detail in Section IX-A.
The second main contribution is a set of prototypical applications and experiments with discrete-set SP that we develop in some detail. These include compression in submodular function optimization, sampling for preference elicitation in auctions, and novel power set neural networks for set function classification.
II. SET FUNCTIONS AND THEIR "z-TRANSFORM"
We will derive discrete-set SP using the general procedure provided by the algebraic signal processing theory (ASP) [11] . This means we start from a suitable definition of a linear shift operator and derive convolutions as shift-invariant linear mappings and the Fourier transform via their eigendecomposition. "Suitable" means that the shift will capture the particular structure of the power set domain by using set difference and union operations.
One way of defining a shift is directly as linear operator on the signal vector as done, e.g., in [12] (space shift) or [4] (graph adjacency shift). We will take a different, though mathematically equivalent, approach by defining the shift via an equivalent of the z-transform for set signals.
Time signals and z-transform. Recall that for a discrete signal s = (s i ) i∈Z , the z-transform is given by
where we write x = z −1 . The choice of base polynomials x i makes the shift a multiplication by x. So, in a sense, the x i are "time marks" that capture the nature of a time signal [11] , [19] . Shifting in the z-domain yields
Note that x advances the time marks which delays the signal. We will see later that the corresponding concepts for set functions will not coincide since our shifts are not invertible. Next we formally introduce set functions and their equivalent of z-transform.
Set signals and S-transform. Given is a finite set N = {x 1 , . . . , x n } of size n. A set function is a mapping on the power set (set of all subsets, usually denoted with 2 N ) of N . In other words, it is a signal s whose index domain is not time but the power set 2 N . We consider this "set signal" as a vector of length 2 n , which thus has the form s = (s A ) A⊆N .
In discrete-time SP, signals are ordered by ascending time. For set signals we have to choose a suitable ordering, which is lexicographic on the Cartesian product ({}, {x n }) × · · · × ({}, {x 1 }). For example, for n = 3 this yields the following ordering of subsets:
The order is recursive: the first half contains all subsets not containing x 3 (again ordered lexicographically), the second half is the first half, each set augmented with x 3 . S-transform. We define the equivalent of the ztransform for set functions, called S-transform (S for set):
We will also refer to s in the S-domain in (3) as signal. Note that at this point the sum is formal in that it associates with every subset A the coefficient s A but there is no shift yet. The set of these sums is already a vector space, i.e., supports componentwise addition and scalar multiplication. What we need is a notion of filtering, i.e., multiplication of elements. This multiplication is derived from the shift definition and we will see that there are choices.
III. DISCRETE-SET SP: NATURAL SHIFT
The time shift advanced the time marks by 1:
x · x i = x i+1 . On subsets, we choose as analogue to increase the sets by one element. Since there are n ways of doing this, we define n shift operators x i for each x i ∈ N . We write this shift as multiplication:
By linear extension we can shift any signal s in (3):
The last sum is obtained by recognizing that the first sum only has summands for sets that contain x i and substitute A for A ∪ {x i }. So the effect on the signal values is not the "clean delay" s A\{xi} as one might have expected, and which would parallel (1), but s A +s A\{xi} for x i ∈ A and 0 else. The reason is that the shift is not invertible. Also note that the shift satisfies x 2 i = x i . An example shift by x 1 is visualized in Fig. 1 for n = 3. The set signal is a function on a (hyper)cube where the vertices are labeled with the sets. The shifts by x 2 , x 3 operate analogously in the other two dimensions.
To get the matrix φ(x i ) associated with the shift x i , we let it operate on the basis in the order chosen as exemplified in (2) . As an example we consider n = 3 and the shift x 1 : Here, I m is the m × m identity matrix and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product of matrices defined by
i.e., every entry of U is multiplied by the entire matrix V . In general,
If matrices U, U have the same size and V, V have the same size, then
. Equation (5) shows that all shift matrices commute, as expected from (4). We will diagonalize them simultaneously by the Fourier transform defined later.
Next we extend the shift to shift-invariant filters, which are, as in discrete-time SP, polynomials (but now multi-variate) in the x i without exponents > 1 since x 2 i = x i . To do so we will view each subset X ⊆ N as the product of its elements.
X-fold shift for X ⊆ N . We just defined a shift by an element of N . To obtain filtering we need a consistent "X-fold" shift for any subset X ⊆ N . This is done by shifting with all elements of X in sequence. Since the union in (4) is commutative, the order does not matter. Formally, if X = {y 1 , . . . , y t } ⊆ N , then X · A = y 1 (· · · y t−1 (y t · A)) . . . ) = A ∪ X. (6) In particular, ∅ · A = A. By linear extension to signals s, we compute
The last sum is obtained by observing that only summands for sets containing X occur in the first sum, setting A ∪ X = A, and collecting for each A all associated coefficients. (6) implies that the matrix representation of the shift by X is given by the product
Filters. A general filter is a linear combination of Xfold shifts and thus (in the S-domain) given by
and filtering (in the S-domain) becomes
To compute the result, we apply the distributivity law to reduce it to X-fold shifts and then use (7) to obtain
which defines the associated convolution on the coefficient vectors (sometimes called the covering product [20] )
The matrix representation of a filter h in (9) is given by
As an example, we consider n = 3 and the filter h = a∅ + b{x 2 } + c{x 1 ,
Using (5) and (8),
Since ∪ is commutative, any shift by x i will commute with any filter, i.e., filters are shiftinvariant. Formally, for all shifts x i ∈ N , signals s, and filters h,
Fourier transform. The proper notion of Fourier transform should diagonalize all filter matrices for which it is sufficient to diagonalize all shift matrices φ(x i ) in (5) . This is possible since they commute. In fact, their special structure shows that this is achieved by a matrix of the form
the discrete set Fourier transform (of type 1) is given by the matrix
We call it "type 1" since we will derive other types based on different notions of shift later. Note that there is a degree of freedom in choosing T . We enforce the eigenvalue 1 in (11) to be first. Also, rows of the DSFT could be multiplied by −1.
We write
and (12) shows that it can be computed with n2 n−1 additions. Next, we would like to have a closed form for the DSFT. As the components of s, the columns of the DSFT are naturally indexed with A ⊆ N . It turns out that the frequency components of s, and thus the rows of DSFT are also naturally indexed with subsets B ⊆ N . For both, rows and columns, the sets are ordered lexicographically as defined before.
Specifically, we have
where ι is the indicator function of the assertion in the subscript, i.e., in this case
By abuse of notation, we will often drop the arguments of a characteristic function. (13) implies that the Bth frequency component of a signal s is computed as
The closed form in (13) and for matrices occurring later in this paper are obtained using the following lemmas. Each assertion can be easily proven by induction over n = |N |. Lemma 1. The following holds:
Lemma 2. The following holds:
Note that in the lemmas A is always the row index and B the column index.
The lemmas can be combined to identify the closed form also in cases in which the 2 × 2 matrix has one 0, one −1, and two 1s. For example, this yields a closed form for the inverse DSFT (1) :
where Lemma 1 yields the nonzero pattern and the Lemma 2 the minus-one pattern. Thus we also obtain a closed from for the pure frequencies, which are the columns of (DSFT (1) 2 n ) −1 . Namely, the Bth frequency f B is the Bth column:
Frequency response. We first compute the frequency response of a shift by x i ∈ N at frequency B using the S-domain. Let B be fixed:
then every set A ∪ {x i } occurs twice: once for an A without x i that satisfies A ∪ B = S and once for the same A joined with x i . The intersection of these with B differs in size by one and thus the associated summands cancel, yielding x i f B = 0. So the frequency response of the shift x i at the Bth frequency is either 1 or 0, as expected from the last matrix in (11) . 5 Extending to a shift by X ⊆ N , using (6), yields
and thus, by linear extension, we can compute the frequency response of an arbitrary filter h at frequency B through
This shows that the frequency response is also computed with the DSFT (1) . Convolution theorem. The above yields the convolution theorem h s
where denotes pointwise multiplication.
IV. DISCRETE-SET SP: NATURAL DELAY
The shift chosen in the previous section advanced the set marks in the S-domain but did not yield, what one could call the delay s A\{xi} of the signal, but instead s A + s A\{xi} for x i ∈ A and 0 else. In this section we define, and build on, a shift that produces this delay.
We define a shift by x i ∈ N as
As before, we extend linearly to signals s and compute
which is the desired set delay. For the second equality we split the sum and set A = A ∪ {x i } in the second sum. For the third equality we used that for
Again we visualize in Fig. 2 a shift by x 1 for n = 3. The sum in (15) yields two arrows that emanate from every set not containing x 1 . Comparing to Fig. 1 reveals that these two shifts are, in a sense, dual to each other.
The associated matrix representation of the shift, by letting it operate on the subsets in the lexicographic order, now takes the form
As before, this also shows that the shifts commute. X-fold shift for X ⊆ N . As before, shifting by a set X means shifting in sequence by all its elements, i.e., identifying X with the product of its elements. This yields
Filters. Linearly extending the X-fold shifts to arbitrary h = X⊆N h X X yields the associated notion of filtering:
which defines the convolution
Shift invariance. Since the shifts by x i commute and thus commute with shifts by any X, they also commute with any filter h, i.e., shift invariance holds.
Fourier transform. We need to diagonalize all shift matrices in (16) , i.e, diagonalize first [ 1 0
1 0 ]:
. Thus the discrete set Fourier transform now takes the form
We call it type 3; types 2 and 4 are defined later. The complexity of computing the DSFT (3) (of a set signal) is the same as for the DSFT (1) , namely n2 n−1 additions. Using Lemmas 1 and 2, the closed form is obtained as A⊆N . Again, note that here the row index is B and the column index A, accordingly the formulas from Lemmas 1 and 2 have to be adapted by swapping the indices.
The DSFT (3) is self-inverse; thus, the Bth pure frequency is given by 6 The DSFT (3) is closely related to the Moebius transform [21] , [22] , which in our notation is given by
Since the difference is a scaling of the columns, the Moebius transform would be a valid choice for an inverse DSFT (3) (i.e., the choice of eigenvectors would be different) as we did in our preliminary paper [15] .
Frequency response. Following the same steps as before, we compute first the frequency response of a single shift x i . Shifting f B by x i yields
and the result is 0. In other words, the frequency response for shifts is the same as in Section III and thus this also holds for arbitrary filters h as polynomials in the shift. So the frequency response is computed with the DSFT (1) (and not with the Fourier transform DSFT (3) as one may expect). This not entirely surprising as it happens also with the discrete-space SP associated with the discrete cosine and sine transforms [12] . A deeper reason is the fundamental difference between Fourier transform and frequency response as explained in [11] .
Convolution theorem. The above derivations yield h s
= h (1) s (3) .
V. DISCRETE-SET SP: INVERTIBLE SHIFT Both shifts defined in Sections III and IV lead to arguably natural translations of discrete-time SP to discrete-set SP but were both not invertible. While this does not prevent a meaningful notion of convolution and Fourier analysis it is still worth asking how to define an invertible shift. Doing so yields prior work on the wellknown and well-studied Walsh-Hadamard transform as Fourier transform [23] , [24] . We thus include this prior work within our set function framework presented here. Since the mechanics of the derivation are the same as before and the results are known, we will be brief.
Shift. An invertible shift can be defined as
The shift is visualized in Fig. 3 . It is undirected and the associated matrix representation becomes
Note that the defining 2 × 2 matrix is now invertible, as expected. Namely, x 2 i = 1, i.e., x −1 i = x i . X-fold shift for X ⊆ N . Executing the above shifts for all elements in a set X ⊆ N yields the so-called symmetric set difference Filters. Extending to linear combinations of X-fold shifts yields the associated convolution
Again, shift-invariance holds by construction.
Fourier transform. All shifts are now diagonalized by the Walsh-Hadamard transform [25] , [26] , which we incorporate in our presentation as type 5:
Equivalently, the above is a Kronecker product of n DFT 2 . The inverse is thus computed as WHT −1 2 n = (1/2) n WHT 2 n , which yields the pure frequencies, for B ⊆ N ,
The WHT 2 n requires n2 n additions. Frequency response and convolution theorem. The frequency response of a filter is also computed with the WHT, which yields the convolution theorem h s (5) = h (5) s (5) .
VI. DISCRETE-SET SP: ALL MODELS
We presented three variants of discrete-set SP. In this section we complete the picture with an overview table that includes two additional variants. The set of these is complete in a sense that we explain below. We refer to the variants as signal models since it is up to a user to decide which one is appropriate for a given application. A rigorous definition of this term is provided at the end of this section.
Tables I and II collect the convolution, and frequency concepts for five signal models based on five different definitions of the shift. 7 
A. Shift by subtracting elements
In the previous sections we derived models that we numbered 1,3,5 and the obtained concepts are collected in the tables. In addition, it makes sense to consider an analogue of model 1 (Section III), obtained from the shift
and an analogue of model 3 (Section IV) that yields a perfect advance of a signal, i.e., that has the effect
The derivations of all concepts are analogous to before and we refer to the obtained models as type 2 and 4, respectively. The results are shown in the tables. Note that for all models 1-4 the frequency response is computed the same way, namely with the DSFT (1) , which thus plays a special role.
The last column in Table I contains the 2 × 2 matrices that define the shift matrices (as, for example, in (5) and (16)). We observe that the five variants are all possible matrices with two 1s and two 0s, except for the identity matrix which would yield a trivial model. So, in a sense, models 1-5 constitute one complete class.
B. Discussion
We discuss some of the salient aspects and properties of the discrete-set SP framework we derived.
Non-invertible shifts. The shifts for models 1-4 are not invertible, which is the main reason for having four variants. While this may seem to be a problem, our derivations show that all main SP concepts take meaningful forms. Also note that filters can still be invertible. In graph SP the Laplacian shift [5] is also not invertible and the adjacency shift [4] not always.
We also note that [20] studies yet another form of convolution with application in theoretical computer science: (h * s) A = Q⊆A h Q s A\Q , which, in our framework, is associated with the (non-diagonalizable) shift qA = A ∪ {q} if q ∈ A and = 0 else.
Difference to graph SP. In graph SP there is only one shift that generates all filters. In fact, any finite, discrete, linear SP framework with one shift is graph SP (on a suitable graph) and vice-versa [27, p. 56 ]. 8 Our framework offers n shifts, which is fundamentally different and captures the power set structure of the index domain.
One could reduce our discrete-set SP to just one shift y that performs all shifts by x i simultaneously: y = x 1 +· · ·+x n . So the graph would have adjacency matrix φ(y) = φ(x 1 ) + · · · + φ(x n ). For models 1-4 this would yield a directed hypercube with additional loops on the vertices (Figs. 1 and 2) . For model 5, it would be an undirected hypercube (Fig. 3) .
Polynomial view. In graph SP, filters are polynomials in one variable and the entire set is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra R[x]/m A (x), where m A is the minimal polynomial of the adjacency matrix. In our models 1-4, filters are polynomials in n variables and the set of filters is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra R[x 1 , . . . x n ]/ x 2 1 − x 1 , . . . , x 2 n − x n , capturing the property x 2 i = x i for all x i .
VII. FREQUENCY ORDERING AND FILTERING
One question is how to order the spectrum of a set signal to obtain a notion of low and high frequencies.
Since the spectrum is indexed by B ⊆ N , and the subsets are partially ordered by inclusion, it suggests to call frequencies with small |B| low and high otherwise. For example, for models 3 and 4, using Table II (first column of inverse Fourier transform matrix), the lowest frequency f ∅ is constant 1 as for discrete-time SP.
Analogous to a moving average (h = 1+x) one would assume that
is a low pass filter. The frequency response is the same for models 1-4, computed by DSFT (1) , and yieldŝ
Indeed this shows that "high" frequencies (large |B|) are attenuated compared to low ones.
We provide more intuition on the meaning of frequencies and the Fourier transform next.
VIII. JOINT ENTROPY IN MODELS 3 AND 4
We consider a random vector X N = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) with a joint probability distribution. X i are random variables and N = {1, . . . , n}. We define the set function
where H is the Shannon entropy and X A is the random vector collecting all X i , i ∈ A. The joint entropies capture the dependencies between the random variables, i.e., the multivariate mutual information structure. It turns out that our DSFTs of type 3 and 4 reveal this structure, with higher frequencies corresponding to higher order mutual information. Bivariate mutual information is computed as I(X; Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X, Y ). Its multivariate generalization [28, pp. 57 ] is defined recursively as
We will write I(X ; A ) to denote the mutual information of the random variables in X A . A formula for computing it directly from the joint entropies is given, e.g., in [29] and shows that s 
. Thus, in a sense, the DSFT of type 3 and 4 generalize the concept of mutual information from the special case of joint entropy (a subclass of the class of set functions called submodular [16] ) to all set functions.
IX. APPLICATIONS
With the basic SP tool set in place it is possible to port many algorithms and applications to the domain of set functions including compression, subsampling, denoising, convolutional neural nets, and others. In this section we give a few prototypical examples for these to stimulate further research. We start with a brief overview on the occurrence of set functions in various application domains and related work.
A. Application Domains and Related Work
Submodular functions. These constitute the subclass of set functions satisfying for all A ⊆ N , x, y ∈ N :
Note that this definition connects nicely to our framework as it involves shifted versions of the set function.
Examples of submodular functions include the entropy of subsets of random variables shown before in (22) , graph cut capacity functions, matroid rank functions, value functions in sensor placement, and many others. An overview of examples and applications in image segmentation, document summarization, marketing analysis, and others is given in [16] ; see also [32] - [34] . In many of these applications, the goal is the minimization or maximization of a submodular objective function, which is accessed through an evaluation oracle.
Reference [35] introduces the W-transform as a tool for testing coverage functions, a subclass of submodular functions. The W-transform is equivalent to our DSFT 9 for model 4. References [36] , [37] use the WHT to learn submodular functions under the assumptions that the WHT spectrum is sparse. Both lines of work may benefit from the more general SP framework introduced in this paper.
Hypergraphs. A hypergraph (e.g., [17] ) is a generalization of a graph that allows edges containing more than two vertices. It is given by (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E ⊆ 2 V are the hyperedges (usually, ∅ is excluded as hyperedge). Thus, the concepts of edgeweighted hypergraph and set function are equivalent. The role of vertices and edges can be exchanged to obtain a dual hypergraph, which means also the concepts of vertex-weighted hypergraph and set function are equivalent. An attempt to generalize SP methods from graphs to hypergraphs different from our work can be found in [38] .
Game theory. In cooperative game theory [39] , the central object of study (cooperative games, or simply games) are equivalent to set functions with s ∅ = 0, or, equivalently, hypergraphs without ∅ as edge. Models 1 and 3 preserve this property under filtering.
In this area, we find some of the mathematical concepts and transforms that we derive and define (e.g., [18] , [40] ). Specifically, for B ⊆ N , the set functions ι B⊆A are called unanimity games and form a Fourier basis of our model 3 (see Table II ). We chose a scaling factor (−1) |B| to make the Fourier transform self-inverse. With the unanimity game basis, the Fourier transform becomes exactly the well-known Moebius-transform (e.g., [21] ). The Fourier basis of the WHT (our model 5) consists of parity games.
Auction design. Auctions aim to assign a set of goods to bidders. Each bidder is specified through its value function which assigns to each subset of goods their value for the bidder, i.e., it is a set function. We provide more details and an explanation later.
Neural nets. Deep learning with multilayer convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has been a major success in many application domains. Recently, there has been considerable interest in extending with other types of convolutions beyond Euclidean geometry [10] , such as convolution on graphs [4] , [5] .
B. Compression
Compression in its most basic form approximates a signal with its low frequency components as done, e.g., with the DCT in JPEG image compression [41] . Translated to discrete-set SP, and based on the insights from Sections VII and VIII, we consider the set {f B | B ⊆ N, |B| ≤ m} of the k = m i=0 n i lowest frequencies and approximate a given signal s by s :
The chosen DSFT could be for any of the five models. Each s A can be computed in O(k) operations. Next we instantiate this idea for a concrete application scenario. Submodular function evaluation. Efficient set function representations are of particular importance in the context of submodular optimization, where submodular functions are minimized/maximized by adaptively querying (i.e., evaluating) set functions [42] , [43] . For many practical problems these set function evaluations become a computational bottleneck, e.g., because they involve physical simulations [44] or require the solution of a linear system of n equations [45] .
Example: Sensor placement. As an example we consider a set function from a sensor placement task [43] , in which 46 temperature sensors were placed at Intel Research Berkeley and the goal is to determine the most informative subset of ≤ sensors. This can be achieved by fitting a multivariate Gaussian model (one random variable per sensor) to the data and maximizing the corresponding multivariate entropy H(X A ) where A ⊆ {1, . . . , 46} = N subject to the cardinality constraint |A| ≤ .
Because X A is a multivariate Gaussian random variable we have
where K is an n × n covariance matrix and (K ij ) i,j∈A the submatrix corresponding to the sensors in A. Therefore, the evaluation cost of each s A is in O(n 3 ).
We can reduce the set function evaluation cost to O(n 2 ), by compressing s with (24) using only the lowest 1 + n + n 2 frequencies B = {B ⊆ N | |B| ≤ 2}. For model four, the needed Fourier coefficients can be computed directly in O(n 2 ) (see Table II ), namely:
For comparison we consider model five and the WHT. Here, eachŝ (5) B would require O(2 n ) operations and thus cannot be computed exactly. Since the WHT is orthogonal, we can approximate using linear regression
WHT −1 AB is the submatrix of WHT −1 obtained by selecting row indices in A and column indices in B. The set A = {A 1 , . . . , A p } is obtained by selecting subsets uniformly at random. We consider different values of p in the experiment. DSFT, type 4 0.003 WHT random regression |A| = 10 3 0.317 WHT random regression |A| = 10 4 0.023 WHT random regression |A| = 10 5 0.023
Results. In Table III , we compare the compression quality of models four and model five in terms of approximate relative construction error
where the set C ⊆ 2 N consists of m = 10 6 randomly chosen signal indices. E m (s, s) converges to the actual error as m → ∞.
The table shows that model four approximates well in this case and is superior to model 5.
C. Sampling
We derive a novel sampling strategy for set functions that are k-sparse in the Fourier domain and present a potential application in the domain of auction design.
Sampling theorem. Consider a Fourier sparse set function s with known Fourier support supp(ŝ) = {B 1 , . . . , B k } = B. This means s A = B∈Bŝ B f B A . Following the paradigm of sampling theory [46] , a sampling theorem is obtained by selecting subsets A := {A 1 , . . . , A k } such that the linear system of equations
has a unique solution. Equivalently, this is the case if and only if the submatrix (DSFT −1 ) AB is invertible. The choice of the sampling indices A thus depends on the type (1-5) of DSFT. Here we consider type 4. is invertible, i.e., s can be perfectly reconstructed from its samples at A:
Proof. The form of A follows from the upper left triangular shape of DSFT −1 (Table II ) and the fact that its diagonal elements (from top right to bottom left) have indices (B, N \B). Thus, ((DSFT (4) ) −1 ) AB is also upper left triangular and thus invertible.
If the Fourier support is approximately sparse one can use Theorem 1 for an approximate reconstruction. We now present a possible application: preference elicitation in combinatorial auctions.
Example: Auction design. In combinatorial auctions [47] a set of goods N = {1, . . . , n} is sold to a set of bidders M = {1, . . . , m}. Every bidder i ∈ M is modeled as a set function v i : 2 N → R ≥0 , which associates a value to every bundle of goods. The goal of an auction is to find an efficient allocation of the goods to the bidders. In order to do so, the social welfare function
is maximized over all possible allocations. One major difficulty arises from the fact that the true valuation functions v i are unknown to the auctioneer and can only be accessed through a limited amount of queries (typically less than 500 queries per bidder) called preference elicitation [48] . Machine learning based preference elicitation approaches overcome this issue by approximating the valuation functions by parametric functions, e.g., polynomials of degree two [48] or Gaussian processes [49] . The estimated parameters of these approximations are adaptively refined using a suitable querying strategy. We propose to apply our sampling theorem to determine the queries and approximations of the v i .
To assess the viability we consider spectrum auctions and the single region valuation model [50] (one of several models commonly used in research of spectrum auctions) to generate goods and bidders. Concretely, we generate a country with 3 frequency bands and 20 associated goods (frequency bands at given locations). There are 3 types of parameterized bidders in the model. For each type we generate 50 random examples. We use 25 for training: we compute their type-4 spectra to determine the 500 most important frequency locations B. Then we use Theorem 1 to determine the 500 samples that one would use to query the bidders and use them to reconstruct the valuation functions for the other 25 bidders (the test set).
Results. Table IV shows mean and standard deviations of the relative reconstruction errors v−v 2 / v 2 for all 3 types in comparison to the second-degree polynomial approximation in [48] based on 500 queries and based on the entire valuation function. Our sampling strategy based on discrete-set SP yields higher accuracy in the experiment and may offer a new viable method for preference elicitation in real-world auctions.
D. Power set convolutional neural nets
One recent major application of convolutions are convolutional neural nets (CNNs) [51] . For classification DSFT4 500 poly2 500 poly2 all 1 0.00037 ± 0.00019 0.07 ± 0.003 0.05 ± 0.002 2 0.00042 ± 0.00016 0.04 ± 0.002 0.03 ± 0.001 3 0.00064 ± 0.00016 0.05 ± 0.003 0.04 ± 0.001 tasks, they can be viewed as feature extractor (convolutional layers) followed by a classifier (fully connected layer). In image classification the convolutional layers learn to match patterns at different levels of granularity. The patterns are translation-invariant since the convolution has this property and translation is invertible. Convolutions on novel index domains make it possible to port CNNs to these domains for novel classification tasks and other applications. An example are graph CNNs that use Laplacian-based convolutions [52] , [53] .
Here we briefly sketch a prototypical experiment with power set CNNs for set function classification tasks based on the convolutions presented in this paper. A more complete description and additional experiments can be found in [54] .
Power set CNN architecture. We build novel power set CNNs (PCNNs) based on one-hop filters of signal model 3, h ∅ s A + x∈N h {x} s A\{x} , and 4, h ∅ s A + x∈N h {x} s A∪{x} , respectively. We consider two simple PCNN architectures: 1) three convolutional layers followed by a fully connected neural network with one hidden layer of size 512 and 2) the same architecture with a pooling layer after each convolutional layer (PCNN'). We use 32 output channels per convolutional layer and ReLU non-linearities. The training is done using standard methods.
Patterns matched. One interesting questions is which patterns a PCNN learns to match. Since the shift is not a translation, the pattern will vary across the hypercube.
Lemma 3. (Patterns matched)
Given is a filter h. Let p A = arg max s: s =1 (h * s) A denote the pattern matched by the filter h when evaluated at the subset A. Up to normalization to norm 1, the pattern is as follows.
For signal model 3:
For signal model 4:
For signal model 5:
Proof. For signal model 3 the claim follows from Q⊆N h Q s A\Q = Q1⊆A s A\Q1 Q2⊆N \A h Q1∪Q2 . Analogously, for signal model 4 we have Q⊆N h Q s A∪Q = Q1⊆N \A s A∪Q1 Q2⊆A h Q1∪Q2 . The expression for model 5 follows from Q · (Q · A) = A.
Lemma 3 shows that for model 3 and model 4 the patterns matched at different subsets A are not just set-shifted versions of each other. Instead, they can be viewed as contraction of the original filter to a signal domain indexed by a smaller power set. For model 5 (associated with the WHT), the patterns at different A are obtained by set shifts (as defined for model 5).
Example: k-junta classification. A set function s : 2 N → R is a k-junta if there exists a subset N ⊆ N , with |N | = k, such that s A = s A∩N , for all A ⊆ N . In machine learning, k-junta tests are used to determine whether there exists a concise representation of a target function f (x 1 , ..., x n ), i.e., a representation that only depends on a subset of the features x 1 , ..., x n . A precise test requires O(2 n ) operations, approximate tests can be done faster [55] , [56] . Our goal here is: given a k-junta, determine k with a PCNN.
Results. In our experiment, we set n = 10 and generate 10,000 k-juntas for each k ∈ {3, . . . , 7}. 80% of those are used for training the PCNN with model 3 and 4, 20% are used for testing. As comparison we use graph CNNs (GCNNs) based on the adjacency or Laplacian shift (A-GCNN and L-GCNN) with the same architecture as the PCNNs (but using graph convolutions) and a generic fully-connected NN (FNN) with two hidden layers of size 4096.
The classification results are shown in Fig. V . Our PCNNs (last 4 columns) achieve high accuracy, closely followed up by A-GCNN. Both L-GCNN and FNN perform considerable worse.
Other prototypical experiments with PCNNs for detecting coverage functions or classifying subhypergraphs of real-world hypergraphs can be found in [54] .
X. CONCLUSION
Signal processing theory and tools have much to offer in modern data science but sometimes require adaptation to be applicable to the new types of data that are structurally very different from traditional audio and image signals. In this paper we considered signals on power sets, i.e., set functions, and used algebraic signal processing (ASP) to derive novel forms of discrete-set SP from different definitions of set shifts. Our work brings the basic SP tool set of convolution and Fourier transforms and an SP point of view to novel domains including submodular functions, games, hypergraphs, and auction design. Finally, we demonstrated the viability of discrete-set SP with a few prototypical applications with sampling, compression, and a new form of convolutional neural nets.
